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Welcome to lecture 4 of Topic 1.9.  In this lecture we are going to explore how 
the Business Perspective for building community capacity contributes towards 
developing enterprising communities.



The business sector has a strong focus on building economic capital as 
described in traditional economic theory.  We looked at this form of economic 
capital in Topic 1.7 ‘Healthy Communities”.
In traditional economic theory four groups of resources are considered to be 
used in the production of goods and services – land, labour, enterprise and 
capital (Jackson and McConnell, 1988).  In economics the term capital is 
defined as resources such as tools, buildings and machinery, which:
Are made by humans
Can be used in producing goods and services
Are not immediately used up in the production process, and 
Can be enhanced by human effort (Labor Law Talk, n.d.)
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In addition to building economic capital, the business perspective for building 
community capacity has a strong focus on developing the community 
economy through approaches such as:
•Developing a competitive advantage
•Developing a mix of initiatives, such as the types of initiatives recommended 
by New Regionalism and providing business support services, and finally by
•Building entrepreneurship ecosystems
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There are generally two types of competitive advantages that a community 
can focus on:
•Cost advantages, such as being cheaper than another community to live in, 
or establish and operate a business in, and
•Differentiation advantages, advantages based on a community having 
something different than another community, for example having ocean views 
or a skilled workforce for a particular industry.
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According to the Bank of Ideas, the community economy can be developed by 
adopting a mix of initiatives, including:
•Retaining and expanding local businesses
•Enhancing the job linking capacity of the community
•Attracting outside businesses and resources
•Fostering new businesses
•Plugging the leaks in the local economy, and
•Marketing the community
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The concept of New Regionalism, incorporates three of the approaches 
suggested by the Bank of Ideas (1997) for developing a community’s 
economy:
• Retaining and expanding local businesses
• Enhancing the job linking capacity of the community, and
• Attracting outside businesses and resources

The remaining three approaches suggested by the Bank of Ideas can be 
supported if business support services are available in the community.  
Business support services can address the need to: 
• Foster new businesses
• Plug the leaks in the local economy, and
• Market the community
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Let’s first look at New Regionalism

We noted in Topic 1.6 Governance & Place that a geographical area covered 
by a group of councils would constitute a region. A region is defined as ‘some 
form of sub national geographical entity’ (Rainnie, 2002, p. 1).  
And that if a group of councils collaborated for governance purposes such an 
arrangement would be considered a regional governance approach.
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In topic 1.5 we also differentiated the two concepts of Regionalism and 
Regionalisation noting that Regionalism is where regional communities have 
greater influence over and participate more directly in the decision making 
that impacts on their region and their futures.  This often results in 
partnerships between the community, industry and government.
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The key dimensions of new regionalism include
The development of a knowledge based or learning economy -
in order to be competitive in the new knowledge economy, regions need to develop their 
human capital through continuous learning - they need to develop entrepreneurial skills, 
technical skills, the capacity to work in teams and partnerships, the capacity to absorb 
new technology and ideas, the capacity to adapt to change and the capacity to 
continually access knowledge.
Forming and strengthening clusters. Clusters are groups of competing, collaborating and 
independent businesses that work together in a specific industry and are concentrated in 
a geographical region.  Clusters draw on their regions infrastructure including research 
and educational institutions and a pool of skilled workers.  Examples of industry clusters 
in South Australia include wine and defence clusters.
Encouraging global firms to embed in regions - global corporations are attracted to 
regions where: ‘they have access to relevant research and educational institutions, 
competitive suppliers and service providers, highly skilled and adaptable workers, and an 
entrepreneurial and innovative culture.’
Regional governance – this dimension recognizes the shift from government to 
governance which we explored in Topic 1.6 ‘Governance & Place’ – the focus on 
partnerships between government, the private sector and non-profit organisations and 
this occuring at the regional level.
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Business support services included initiatives such as:
Buy local initiatives 
Business advisory services, and
Innovation spaces such as business Incubators, business accelerators, co-
working spaces and maker spaces.
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Some communities develop marketing strategies to shift community attitudes 
towards purchasing locally produced products and services and to market 
their community’s products, services and attractions to people living outside of 
their community.

An example of a South Australian buy local initiative is Brand South Australia 
which aims to encourage consumers to purchase South Australian products 
and services.
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In Australia community based business advisory services are provided to 
small businesses through Business Advisory Centres in metropolitan and 
regional communities.  In South Australia, the Business SA Wesbsite has a 
list of these Centres on their “Business advice services” web page:
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Business incubators are described as:
a facility providing premises, advice, services and support to new and growing 
businesses to assist them to become established and profitable

Business incubators have shared facilities such as printing, photocopying, 
telephone answering and conference and meeting rooms.  The business 
support and advice services available in business incubators can include 
accounting and legal services from permanent anchor tenants, business 
mentoring and business networking.
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Business Acceleration are described as: 
‘Where groups of experienced business owners and investors “accelerate” a 
cohort of companies through a short but intensive program, such as three to 
four months, finishing with a “demo” or “pitch” day.  Accelerators often invest 
in cohorts in exchange for a share of equity.’

Their purpose is generally to rapidly move  technology-based firms from 
establishment to early stage venture funding and growth. (Mazzarol, 2015).
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Co-working facilities generally offer, on flexible terms, a physical space and 
supportive environment to early-stage entrepreneurs and individual 
freelancers which enable them to expand their networks and be part of a 
community.

Mazzarol, 2015
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Maker spaces are defined as:
‘A space where people and startups can develop/test ideas often using 
shareable manual or automated tools. Resources include a wide range of 
equipment, infrastructure, materials and expert advisors. Some are industry 
specific and can be located in libraries, community center, private 
organization, or on a university campus.’
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Some innovation spaces combine all of these different types of innovation 
spaces.  For example the eNVision Incubator in South Australia has a pre-
accelerator program, it describes itself as a coworking space and promotes 
that it has maker facilities.
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This need to bring different entrepreneurship support initiatives together is 
increasingly recognised.  
A relatively recent approach to the development of enterprising communities 
is a focus on the creation of entrepreneurship ecosystems.  
An entrepreneurship ecosystem is defined as:
the interaction of people, roles, infrastructure, organizations, and events that 
create an environment for heightened levels of entrepreneurial activity
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This map shows the entrepreneurial ecosystem for the city of Adelaide in 
South Australia. 
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